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F-Layer Ionization Patches in the Polar Cap

I. INTRODUCTION

In addition to solar ionization, polar cap F-layer structure is controlled by di-

rect precipitation of low energy electrons and by plasma convection. As outlined
1

by Kelley et al, these are also controlling factors for the generation, transport.

and decay of ionospheric irregularities that exist over a wide range of scale sizes

in the polar region.

Previous coordinated measurements in the polar cap 2 have shown the structure

and drift of sub-visual F-layer auroras. They are noon-midnight aligned, drift pre-

dominantly in the dawn-to-dusk direction, and are produced by fluxes of low energy

(E -c 500 eV) electrons. Intense ionospheric irregularities within the auroral arcs

cause amplitude and phase fluctuations, called scintillation, on satellite-to-ground

uhf radio transmission, and spread F on the ionosonde hf echo returns.
3

In a recent study, Hardy has classified types of electron fluxes precipitating

(Received for publication 5 October 1983)

1. Kelley, M.C., Vickrey, J.F.. Carlson, C.W., and Torbert, R. (1982) On the
origin and spatial extent of high-latitude F-region irregularities, J. Geophys.
Res. 87:4469.

2. Weber, E.J., and Buchau, J. (1981) Polar cap F layer auroras, Geophys. Res.
Lett. 8:125.

3. Hardy, D.A. (1983) Intense fluxes of low energy electrons above the auroral
oval and in the polar cap, J. Geophys. Res. (in press).
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into the polar cap. His Class III spectra (accelerated through a field-aligned poten-

tial gradient from 50 V to 2 kV) are most clearly associated with the observed

ionospheric characteristics of the sub-visual F-layer arcs. They are the polar

showers reported by Winningham and Heikkila. 4 An important result from Hardy's 3

satellite measurements is the strong dependence on the occurrence of electron

fluxes in the polar cap with the north-south component of the interplanetary magne-

tic field (B ). A positive correlation exists between the presence (absence) of ac-

celerated electron fluxes above polar rain energy in the polar cap with northward

(southward) B . The occurrence of more intense (visible) auroras, measured by

all-sky cameras and by the DMSP satellite imager, 6 also show a positive correla-

tion with northward B z . Thus, during times of northward Bz, and statistically dur-7
ing quiet geomagnetic conditions as measured by Kp and AE, accelerated polar

rain electrons (polar showers) precipitate into the polar cap and produce F-layer

auroras and associated ionospheric irregularities. However, uhf scintillation mea-

surements, a measure of km-scale irregularities, do not show a strong dependence

on the level of geomagnetic activity. Scintillation occurrence measured from Thule,

Greenland (860 CGL), was shown by Aarons et al8 to be essentially independent of

K p. Thus, during disturbed geomagnetic periods, when structured particle preci-

pitation into the polar cap does not directly produce the observed irregularities,

transport of plasma and irregularities from other production regions must be con-

sidered.

The purpose of this paper is to describe large scale (- 1000 kin) plasma patches

observed in the polar cap during a moderately disturbed (K p>,4) period. The

patches, observed by optical and radio techniques, are convected in the anti-sun-

ward direction across the central polar cap from a source region near the dayside

auroral oval. Spaced receiver and uhf scintillation measurements provide an esti-

mate of irregularity intensity and drift velocity. Simultaneous Dynamics Explorer

(DE-2) Low Altitude Plasma Instrument (LAPI) measurements show a uniform

precipitation of polar rain; regions of accelerated and structured low-energy elec-

tron precipitation were not observed.

4. Winningham, J. D., and Heikkila, W. J. (1974) Polar cap auroral electron
fluxes observed with ISIS I, J. Geophys. Res. 79:949.

5. Lassen, K., and Danielsen, C. (1978) Quiet time pattern of auroral arcs for
different directions of the interplanetary magnetic field in the y-z plane,
J. Geophys. Res. 83:5277.

6. Gussenhoven, M. S. (1982) Extremely high latitude auroras, J. Geophys. Res.
87:2401.

7. Maezawa, K. (1978) Dependence of geomagnetic activity on solar wind parame-
ters: A statistical approach, Solar Terr. Environ. Res., Japan, 2:103.

8. Aarons, J., Mullen, J.P., Whitney, H.E.. Johnson, A.L., and Weber, E.J.
(1981) UHF scintillation over polar latitudes, Geophys. Res. Lett. 8:277.
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Recently, Kelley et al1 have incorporated many of the observed features of

high latitude irregularities in a convection/decay model. The results of this study

and those of Weber and Buchau 2 on direct irregularity production will improve ir-

regularity source functions in future models.

2. OBSERVATIONS

Polar cap ionospheric measurements were conducted from Thule Air Base,

Greenland (76. 59 N, 68.7 0 W, 860 CGL), from 17 to 27 January 1982. The object-

ives of these experiments were to measure optical and radio-wave signatures of

polar cap ionospheric structures, to relate these to in situ measurements from the

DE-2 satellite, and to determine the relation of the large scale plasma structures

to small scale (ki) irregularities through satellite-ground scintillation measure-

ments.

2.1 Optical Measurements

Optical measurements were performed using a wide angle (155 field of view)

All-Sky Imaging Photometer (ASIP)9 with interference filters to measure 6300 A
and 7774 A 01, 4278 A N 2+, and 5200 A NI. Figures la-lc show a sequence of

6300 A ASIP images at 3-min intervals from 07:00 to 11:27 UT, 22 January 1982.

The images were made using a 30-sec integration time, and they cover a dynamic

range of -20-400 Rayleighs (R). For an assumed emission height of 250 km, the

total image diameter is - 1600 km (lens vignetting reduces the useful diameter to

1200 ki). For spatial reference, the dawn-dusk (06-18) and noon-midnight

(12-00) CG meridians are projected into the images for a height of 250 km. The

intersection of these meridians is the north CG pole, located toward the top of each

image.

The images show structures 6300 A emission in the form of - 800- to 1000-ki-

diameter patches, and dawn-dusk elongated features drifting in the anti-sunward

direction. Patches are observed near the zenith at 07:06, 08:06, 09:33, 10:30, and

11:12 UT. Two dawn-dusk elongated features drifted through the zenith at 07:30 and

08:57 UT. Both types of structures drift in the anti-sunward direction, first ap-

pearing on the noon horizon and then disappearing beyond the midnight horizon of
-1

the ASIP. During this period, drift velocities ranged from 500 to 1000 m sec

These speeds are similar to previously reported anti-sunward plasma drifts mea-

9. Weber, E.J., Buchau, J., Eather, R.H., and Lloyd, J.W.F. (1977) Large
scale optical mapping of the ionosphere, AFGL-TR-77-0236. AD A051 12.

9
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10
sured by AE-C. and with E x B drift velocities derived from electric field mea-

surements. The images in Figures la-lc show a steady glow on the noon hori-

zon near 790 CGL. This is the high latitude edge of the auroral oval in the 06-10
CGLT sector.

The ASIP images provide a measure rsf the large scale structure and drift of

the 6300 A emission features over a 1200-km region in the polar cap for a compari-

son with other remote and in situ measurements. To illustrate the quantitative be-
havior of the optical emission, the 6300 A zenith intensity measured by a I m

Ebert-Fastie spectrometer is shown in Figure 2. The 6300 A emission reached

22 JANUARY '982
THULE ZENTH INTENSITY

0000

0630 0700 0730 0800 0800900
0440 05lO 0550 0620 0645 0710

400 - - -_ ________________

, 3 0 0

200 -

ORC IAI16 L TO PICMP*
090 030 o 00 1030 1100 110 U

0710 0730 0800 0830 0900 0%30 CGLT

Figure 2. 6300 A Zenith Intensity From 06:30 to 11:35 UIT. 22 Jan 1982, From
Thule, Greenland (86' CGL). Also shown are calculated airgiow intensities from
precipitating electrons ( - - - ) and from the combined precipitating electron and
dissociative recombination components (o)

maximum values of 200-300R within the patches and decreased to 70-IOOR in the

background ionosphere. The 3914 A N 2+ emission was also measured. This did

10. Heelis, R. A. , and Hanson, W. B. (1980) High latitude ion convection in the
nighttime F region, J. Geophys. Res. 85:1995.

11. Heppner, J. P. (1972) Electric field variations during substorms: OGO 6 mea-
surements, Planet. Space Sci. 20:1475.
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not vary from outside to inside the patches and showed only a Lrrad,,ial increase with

increasing CGI.T. The inten;it, variations will be used in Section 2. 3 to separate

polar rain excitation (aurora) fronm the dissociative recombinatio' (airglow) contri-

bution to the total measured 6300 A intensity.

2.2 ono~omdv %Iearenewn

Ionospheric soundings were performed using a l)igisonde 128 PS 1 2 operated at

a rate of one ionogram every 2. 5 rin. The Digisonde 128 I'S provides the standard

virtual height versus frequency (h'f) information, the anmplitudes of the returned

signals, and, of special significance for measurements in a highly structured and

dynamic environment, the predominant Doppler shift in each frequency-range bin.

During these experiments, the Digisonde was operated in a i-ode to perform Dop-

pler shift measurements over a range of -22tHz. This I)oppler capability allows

identification and tracking of drifting F-region irregularity structures in the pre-

sence of spread F.

Buchau et al13 have reported the processing techniques developed for analysis

of the Doppler ionograms collected during the January 1982 Polar Cap Campaign.

Their analysis showed a positive correlation between bulk drift velocity of polar

cap structures and geomagnetic activity (K p); excellent agreement between instan-

taneous drift measurements based on the Doppler shift; and the bulk velocities de-

rived from optical imaging data.

Of importance to this study is the capability of separating spread F-ionograms

into two sub-ionograms that individually display returns from approaching and re-

ceding structures and/or scatterers. A sequence of selected ionograms recorded

during the transit of the patch observed from 10:06 to 10:41 UT on 22 January 1982

(see Figures la-lc) is shown in Figure 3: B shows the sub-ionograms with nega-

tive-Doppler shift (from receding structures), and C, those with positive-Doppler

shift (from approaching structures). The ionograms in Figures 3 and 4 show a

quasi-analog presentation of the Doppler shift associated with each echo, instead of

the more commonly used echo amplitude. Low-Doppler shifts appear as light gray,

and high-Doppler shifts appear darker. 14

The sequence of ionograms shown is typical for the approach of an ionization

patch and its transit through the zenith. In Figure 3, A shows the corresponding

12. Bibl, K., and Reinisch, B.W. (1978) The universal digital ionosonde, Radio
Sci. 13:519.

13. Buchau, J., Reinisch, B.W.. Weber, E.J.. and Moore, J.G. (1983) Struc-
ture and dynamics of the winter polar cap F region. Radio Sci. (in press).

14. Patenaude, J., Bibl, K., and Reinisch, B. W. (1973) Direct digital graphics,
American Lab. 15:95.

14
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6300 A ASIP images, the noon-midnight meridian is aligned along the left horizon.

The 10:06 UT image shows, as discussed in Section 2. 1. the high latitude edge of

the auroral oval in the 06- 10 CGLT sector on the sunward horizon. A patch.

hereafter called patch A, moved out of that region in the anti-sunward direction.

The leading edge arrived in the zenith at '-10:21 UT. By 10:36 UT, the trailing
edge of the patch was just crossing the zenith. In the last image, taken at 10:41 UT,

the patch had moved approximately halfway out of the field-of-view towards mid-

night.

The positive-Doppler ionogram at 10:06 UT shows a typical low-density night-

time F-region with an foF2 z 2.8 MHz (corresponding to Nemax = 9.7 x 10 4 el
-3e

cm ). The small area of high-Doppler shift between 4.2 and 5. 8 MHz, starting

at a range of - 210 km, shows rangefolded returns from a reflecting/scattering

structure at a virtual range of approximately 960 km. Since the sounder operated

at a pulse repetition frequency of 200 Hz, returns from ranges larger than 750 km

are rangefolded into the primary 750 km range. Phase coding of the transmitted

hf signals and proper decoding in the receiver reject all but very strong overrange

echoes. This overrange return is the first indication of the approaching ionization

patch. The ionograms taken at 10:11 and 10:21 UT clearly show the ionospheric

signatures of the rapidly approaching patch. At 10:1.1 UT, high-Doppler returns

are observed in the positive-Doppler ionogram at ranges >, 460 km. By 10:21 UT.

the leading edge of patch A has reached the zenith. This is determined from the

low-frequency trace (foF2 - 4 M!iz, N emax = 2.0 x 105 el cm - 3 ) observed at essen-
tially zero Doppler in both the positive and negative sub-ionograms. The heavy

spread-F trace with high positive-Doppler. simultaneously observed at 10:21 UT,

suggests that the major part of patch A is still approaching. This is clearly sup-

ported by the 10:21 UT ASIP image, which shows a 6300 A substructure in the ze-

nith at the edge of a large approaching airglow region.

By 10:36 UT, this airglow region (patch A) has almost completely passed

through the zenith, and the corresponding ionogram shows most of the ionospheric

returns with strong negative-Doppler. However, the signature of the ionization in

the trailing region of the patch produces a clear virtual height trace in the ionogram

with low positive-Doppler and an foF2 r 8.0 Mt1z (N max 8 x 105 el cm-3).
eSince the echo amplitudes from overhead and slightly off-vertical regions differ

very little, the overhead traces could only be identified using their Doppler signa-

tures. Finally, the ionogram at 10:41 UT now shows all returns appearing in the

negative-Doppler ionogram at ranges > 390 km. This suggests that the ionization

patch has moved away from the zenith, as observed in the corresponding ASIP

image. The weak trace (low Doppler) in the negative-Doppler ionogram shows the

low-density overhead ionosphere with foF2 < 3 MAlz.

The approach of the next patch, hereafter called patch B, is shown in Figure 4.

17



The ASIP images (A) show patch A low on the midnight horizon at 10:46 UT, and

patch B, a new patch, moving out of the noon sector. By 11:01 UT, patch B was

centered over the station. The ionogram at 10:46 UT shows the rapidly disappear-

ing patch A visible in C. The overhead ionosphere is again very weak (foF2 Z 3. 0

MHz). At 10:56 UT, patch A had moved out of the range of the ionosonde (and out

of the field-of-view of the ASIP), while strongly enhanced and spread returns from

patch B approached. By 11:01 UT, the leading edge of patch B with an foF2 Z 4 .Mtlz

is overhead, and the ionogram at 11:06 U)T shows evidence of strong electron den-

sity enhancement (foF2 z 8 MHz) in the negative-Doppler panel, By 11:11 UT, no

distinct traces are obtainable, even though cusp-type structures in both the nega-

tive- and positive-Doppler ionograms indicate the presence of strongly enhanced

and stri.ctured ionization in patch B, now in the zenith.

It should be pointed out here that the ability to separate signatures of iono-

spheric profiles or structures is most effective close to the leading or trailing edge

of patches. In this case. most of the echo returns from the larger patch structure

are separated from the signature of the overhead ionization by different Doppler

shifts.

To establish the two-dimensional structure of a patch, a sequence of clearly

identifiable ionogram traces was taken from all ionograms recorded during the

transit of patch A up to the arrival of the leading edge of patch B. True-height

analysis was performed using these traces. Since no E-region returns were ob -

served during this period, the starting height of the ionization was set at 180 km.

An upper limit for the ionization density at E-region heights can be set at

S104 el cm - 3 , based on a combined assessment of the ionograms, the measured

particle precipitation, and the 3914 A N 2 + zenith measurements. Setting this low
E-region density to zero for the true-height analysis only slightly affects the re-

sulting F-region profiles, and has no substantial impact on our conclusions.

Constant electron density contoura along the noon-midnight axis of patch A are

shown in Figure 5. The sequence of ASIP images indicated a horizontal velocity of

- 700 m sec -l determined from the Doppler measurements. Since the ionosonde

measures Doppler shift-that is, the radial velocity component-more exact velo-

city measurements require knowledge of the height of the scattering or reflecting

region and the exact raypath. Using a velocity of 700 m sec - 1 the spacing of the

ionograms in the horizontal direction could be determined. They are indicated by

the respective UT markers above the abscissa. It should be noted that the abscissa

has twice the resolution of the ordinate. A topside profile using a modified Chapman

layer 1 5 has been matched to each bottomside profile to provide the necessary input

to the computation of the 6300 A emission in Section 2. 3.

15. Tinsley, B.A.. Christensen, A.B., Bittencourt, J.A.. Angreji, P.D., and
Takahashi, H. (1973) Excitation of oxygen permitted line emissions in the
tropical nightglow. J. Geophys. Res. 78:1174.
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Figure 5. Electron Density Contours Along the Noon-Midnight Axis of the
Ionization Patch Observed From 10:06 to 10:51 UT, 22 Jan 1982, From
Thule, Greenland (860 CGL). The horizontal scale was determined using the
measured drift velocity of 700 m sec-. Computed values obtained from the
true height analysis are indicated on the equi-density contours (0). The
height of Nemax, the maximum density of the F-layer patch at this location,
are also represented (o). The section of the bottomside contours between
10:36 and 10:46 UT ( - - - ) indicates uncertainty of the exact profiles in this
region. The leading edge of patch B is also shown.

The resulting cross-section shows a localized eightfold enhancement of elec-

tron density above the background ionization of < 105 el cm -3. The horizontal di-

mension is - 1200 km. The leading edge of the patch has a horizontal gradient

scale length . 230 km where I -1_1 while the trailing edge is steeper,
(N ax

L 1 100 km. Uncertainty of the exact profiles in this region is indicated in the bot-

tomside contours between 10:36 and 10:46 UT. There is some indication that the

ionization drops well below the 1. 1 x 105 el cm "3 measured at 10:46 UT; therefore,

the N e gradient on the trailing edge might be considerably larger. Figure 5 also

shows the leading edge of patch B.
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The transit of a patch at a velocity of 700 m sec- leads to rapid changes in

the observed minimum virtual range or height from overhead and oblique returns

in the ionogram. The Integrated Hieight Characteristic shown in Figure 6, produced

by collapsing each amplitude ionogram onto its height axis, permits a quick survey

of the height variation over extended periods. Figure 6 contains approximately

km THULE 82-022 Ii _ j

600

4 00 ', h

500 IMI
3M I

400 z-" " Mi ; , : -300

200

04 05 6 0 08 09 1i UT 12

INTEGRATED HEIGHT CHARACTERISTIC

Figure 6. Integrated Height Characteristic Using Both Positive- and Negative-
Doppler Ionograms for 22 Jan 1982. The lower boundary of the heavy, dark
trace represents h'(t), which changes by as much as 400 km in 15 min

200 ionograms for 8 h of observations and shows changes in height by as much as

400 km in 15 min. These fast transitions are the signatures of the strongly en-

hanced ionization patches moving rapidly in a background of very low density. The

optical patches reported in the zenith at 08:06, 09:33, and 10:30 (patch A), and

11:12 UT (patch B) are easily identified in the Integrated Height Characteristic.

Patches A, B, and a last one which reached the zenith at - 11:50 UT are especially

identifiable individually over distances larger than 1000 km because of their large

separation. The slope of the range change during approach and retreat character-

izes the bulk motion of the patch ionization and corresponds to velocities >, 600 rn
-I

sec . These are in good agreement with the optical and Doppler measurements.

considering that no refraction effects have been taken into account.
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MLT). In this region, only soft electrons are observed. Their spectral peak

energy is - 100 eV.

The 6300 A ASIP image at 06:54 UT is shown in Figure 8. To compare the

18

12

P Figure 8. 6300 A ASIlP Image at 06:54
UT, 22 Jan 1982, From Thule, Green-

00 land (86- CGL). The numbers 1-9 in the
ASIP image are the positions of the mag-

CGLT netic field line traced from satellite alti-
tudes down to the 250-kin interaction
height

06

particle and optical data, the satellite position at each half-minute, beginning with

06:52.30 UT, was traced downward using the 1980 IGRF model from the satellite

altitude (735-790 kin) to an approximate loss height of 250 km. These positions

were then plotted into the ASIP image. The numbers 1-9 in the ASIP image cor-

respond to the same numbers in the spectrogram (see Figure 7). Although the po-

lar cap precipitation is not completely uniform, the small variations do not corres-

pond to the - 1000-km scale size of the patches seen in the 6300 A image.

This comparison suggests that the localized 6300 A patches seen in the ASIP

images and in the intensity variations in Figure 2 are not produced by direct par-

ticle precipitation, but are primarily airglow structures produced by patches of en-

hanced F-region ionization. The motion of the features suggests that this ionization

is not locally produced but is observed after production as it convects across the

polar cap in the anti-sunward direction. During the period of observation, this

ionized patch undergoes chemical recombination which results in the 6300 A airglow.

To test this hypothesis, the total 6300 A emission (direct excitation from pre-

cipitating electrons plus airglow from dissociative recombination) has been esti-

mated for patches near the aircraft zenith during the DE-2 passes at 06:55 and

10:07 UT. The quantitative behavior of these patches is clearly seen in the 6300

intensity measurements in Figure 2. The first patch under consideration drifted

through the spectrometer field-of-view from 06:40 to 07:12 UT; the second patch.

from 10:18 to 10:40 UT.
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2.3. 1 Pl:Sr I'ATCl

The electron spectra at 06:55:27 UT were used to calculate the contribution

from the polar rain and from photoelectrons produced below the satellite (Figure 9.

------- ------ ~
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Figure g. Electron Sources of 630 A E-misson and
F-Layer Ionization Showing Polar Rain and Photo-
electron Spectras at the Nearest Approaches of the
Subastellite Point toThule, Greenland, During the i

06:55 and 10:07 Ur Passes23t



For the polar rain contributions, spectra were averaged over the 620 loss cone

using detectors at 90, 46* . and 61g. The photoelectrons, such as those described

by Winningham and Gurgiolo, 16 are produced by scattered UV radiation below the

satellite and are distributed isotropically. They are detected at satellite altitude
in the upcoming (1361 pitch angle) detectors at energies between 5 and - 60 eV.

Since they are isotropic, similar fluxes are expected to precipitate into the F layer

and contribute to 6300 A emission. The polar rain and photoelectron fluxes of Fi-

gure 9 have been added to obtain an effective spectrum representing the total par-

ticle flux incident on the F layer. The auroral ionization/emission model* based

on the electron transport code of Strickland e,. al17 was used to calculate the ex-

pected 6300 A emission and the electron density profile from the incident spectrum.

The calculated value of 70R is shown as a base level in Figure 2. since the polar

rain fluxes did not show significant spatial variation in the vicinity of Thule.

The airglow contribution was calculated using true height bottomside profiles
18

from the digital ionograms. These were matched at the F-layer peak to a modi-

fied Chapman function 1 5 to extend the profile above the peak to 650 km. The cal-

culation of the 6300 A airglow from charge exchange of 0+ with 02 followed by dis-

sociative recombination of 02 + is identical with the method outlined in Weber et

al. 19 Airglow intensities were calculated whenever a reliable true height profile

could be derived from the ionogram. Spread F at other times precludes the deri-

vation of true height profiles. The calcutated airglow intensities plus precipitating

electron contributions are shown in Figure 2. These agree to within 30R of the

measured values both within and outside the patch. This comparison indicates that

the background level of 6300 A emission is due to precipitating electrons, and the

increases above background are due to airglow production within the high density

patches.

Although the electron spectrum can account for the 6300 A emission outside

the patch, the ionization production (and resulting electron density profile) from

*Strickland, D. J. Private communication.

16. Winningham, J. D., and Gurgiolo. C. (1982) DE-2 photoelectron measurements
consistent with a large scale parallel electric field over the polar cap,
Geophys. Res. Lett. 9:977.

17. Strickland. D.J., Book, D.L., Coffey. T.P., and Fedder, J.A. (1976) Trans-
port equation techniques for the deposition of auroral electrons, J. Geophys.
Res. 81:2755.

18. Reinisch, B. W. . and Huang Xueqin (1983) Automatic calculation of electron
density profiles from digital ionograms. 3. Processing of bottornside iono-
grams, Radio Sci. 18:3.

19. Weber, E. J.. Brinton, H. C.. Buchau, J., and Moore, J. G. (1982) Coordi-
nated airborne and satellite measurements of equatorial plasma depletions.
J. Geophys. Res. 87:10503.
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this si)ectrur; is not sufficient to account for the imeasured electron dersitv )I, the

background ionosphere. Figure 10 shocs electcon density profiles inside and nut-

side the U-laver patch determined from the ionograms. Also sho n is the (A!ec.trc,!

5OC

FROM CODE ,ONOSONDE TRUE HEIGHT
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.iaure 10. Electron Density Profiles Inside and Outside the F-Layer Patch Deter-
mined From True Height Analysis of lonograms. Also shown is the profile ex-
pected from soft electron precipitation into the polar cap

density profile from the numerical code using the composite spectrum in Figure 9.

The measured background density is almost one order of magnitude larger, and the

layer peak is found at higher altitudes than the profile resulting from the numerical

calculation, showing that local fluxes are not sufficient to produce the measured

polar F-layer density. This suggests that the entire observed ionosphere (patches

plus background) is transported into the polar cap from a source region within or

equatorward of the dayside auroral zone.

2.3.2 SECOND PATCH

The energy-time spectrogram for electrons at pitch angles of 460 and 1360 on

the 10:07 UT pass is shown in Figure 11. As was the case during the 06:55 UT

pass, the polar cap electron precipitation is unstructured and low in energy. Since

the satellite passed 880 km to the west of Thule on this pass, direct comparison

within a common ionospheric volume was not possible. In an attempt to represent
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accurately the fluxes at Thule, the polar rain spectrum was selected at a time

when the satellite was nearest Thule's geomagnetic latitude (10:09:00 UT in Fi~fure

II); however, the photoelectron spectrum was selected at a time when the shadow

height at the satellite location was 800 kin, the same as that above Thule (10:11:00

UT in Figure 11). These spectra are shown in Figure 9, and, as in the 06:55 17

pass, they have been added to obtain an effective spectrum incident on the V-layer.

When used in the ionization/emission code, the result is a calculated value of

6300 A emission of 921R. This is in good agreement with the observed value of

100R outside the patch and suggests little spatial variation in the polar rain be-

tween Thule and the DE-2 Field line.

Calculation of the airglow component of this patch used the true height profiles

shown in Figure 5. Since the calculated and measured background intensity differ

slightly, we used the locally measured value of 100R as a baseline and added to it

the calculated airglow intensity, shown in Figure 2 for the patch near the zenith

from 10:17 to 10:40 UT. Using the 1001 background, the calculated airglow values

show excellent agreement with the measured intensities.

These comparisons of LAPI data with measured airglowk and electron densities

confirm that the ionization patches are not locally produced, but are transported

into the polar cap from a source region upstream in the E x 13 convective flow pat-

tern. In addition, the polar rain fluxes are not sufficient to account for rroduction

of the background ionization between the patches. This plasma, therefore, must

also be transported into the polar cap. Possible 3ource regions are discussed in

Section 3.

2. t Intermediate Scale Snrueure

The large scale patches seen optically and with the sounder are subject to in-

stability processes that will produce intermediate scale (few kilometers and smal-

ler) irregularities. To characterize these secondarily produced irregularities,

complex signal radio-wave scintillation measurements were made throughout the

21-27 January period. The signal sources for these observations were polar or-

biting beacons in highly eccentric orbits that transmit at 250 MHz. These appear

at high elevation angles for extended periods over Thule. and provide near-contin-

uous raypath penetrations through the central polar cap F-region. The information

provided by the complex signal data includes the irregularity strength at spatial

scales from a few kilometers to about 100 m 2 0 and, through the use of spaced re-

20. Rino. C. L. (1982) On the application of phase screen models to interpretation
of ionospheric scitillation data, Radio Sci. 17:855.
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ceivers, the irregularity anisotropy and drift. 21 Thus, we can establish the spa-

tial association between the irregularities and the macroscale patches and deter-

mine their relative motion.

The measured signal intensity scintillation index, S4 , is plotted in Figure 12

for the period of interest. It is a good first-order indicator of irregularity occur-
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Figure 12. Intensity Scintillation Index (S4 ) and Turbulence Strength (Cs) for 22 Jan
1982. Times when the signal raypath was within an F-region patch are indicated

rence, and comparison with the raypath penetration points shown in Figures la-lc

shows that there is a clear association between the patches and kilometer-scale

structure. When the raypath passes through the high density patches, the S4 index

2 1. Rino, C.L., and Livingston, R.C. (1982) On the analysis and interpretation
of spaced received measurements of transionospheric radio waves, Radio
Sci. 17:845.
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approaches saturation (S 4  1 1), while the intervening low-density regions produce

only weak signal variations. To illustrate this correlation more clearly, times

when four major optical patches intersected the satellite raypath between 07:00 and

12:00 UT are indicated on Figure 12.

The complex signal data also makes it possible to obtain a measure of the ab-

solute density turbulence in the patches. This is because the signal phase provides

a near-direct mapping of the irregularity continuum for the scintillation conditions

of interest in this case. 20 The turbulence estimates are made using phase scintil-
22

lation spectral parameters as outlined in Livingston et al, and the irregularity
21

anisotropy and drift that are measured directly using spaced receivers. The

resulting estimate of three-dimensional turbulent strength, Cs , is shown in Figure
12. The S4 index and C s generally track, as they must, but C s provides a measure

of the true dynamic range of the density turbulence.

For example, if we assume a constant irregularity layer thickness, the struc-

turing or turbulence on the sunward edges of the patches is some 30 dB stronger

than that in the low-density background regions. It is interesting to note that the

peak C s levels in Figure 12 correspond to median levels observed at the magnetic
22

equator during moderate sunspot conditions.

The data in Figure 12 also provide information about the instability mechanism

that is producing the km-scale structure. The first, third, and fourth patches-

that is, those isolated and clearly defined-show a systematic difference in the se-

verity of scintillation on their leading and trailing edges. The scintillation pro-

duced by irregularities within the trailing (sunward) edge always exceeds that pro-

duced by irregularities with the leading (anti-sunward) edge. This asymmetry

compares well with the electron-density contours determined from the ionograms

(Figure 5), and with the zenith 6300 A intensities, which show a slow rise followed

by a steep drop (Figure 2). Combined, these observations suggest that it is the

gradient drift instability 2 3 that produces the secondary structuring within the

patches.

The irregularity drift during this same period as measured by the spaced-re-

ceiver method is shown in Figure 13. The motion is anti-sunward, with a small

component towards the dawn sector. During the passage of the 10:20 UT patch

through the line of sight, the velocity is about 600 m sec - 1 , in good agreement with

the drift velocity of the overall patch estimated from optical and sounder measure-

ments. There is a general increase in the velocity between dawn and noon at these

22. Livingston, R.C., Rino, C.L., McClure, J.P., and Hanson, W.D. (1981)
Spectral characteristics of medium-scale equatorial F region irregularities,
J. Geophys. Res. 86:2421.

23. Linson, L. M., and Workman, J.B. (1970) Formation of striations in iono-
spheric plasma clouds. J. Geophys. Res. 75:3211.
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Figure 13. CGL/Local Time Plot Showing Irregularity Drift Pattern Deter-
mined From Spaced-Receiver Scintillation Measurements

latitudes, in agreement with the models of two-celled convective plasma flow in the

polar cap. 2 4 Drift of the neutral atmosphere, which results primarily from ion

drag at this season and latitude, will follow the same flow pattern but will lag the

plasma by an hour or more. In the morning sector, the result is that the anti-sun-

ward plasma flow will be more rapid than the neutral flow. As discussed by Lin-

son and Workman2 3 for Barium cloud striations, irregularity generation is ex-

pected in regions where the ion-drift velocity vector and electron-density gradient

are parallel. In the reference frame of the neutrals, therefore, it is the sunward

edge of the patches that are gradient-drift unstable; here, the drift and gradient

vectors are parallel, resulting in steepening and eventual structuring. Using the-1
measured parameters of Vpatc h = 700 m sec , L = 100 km and an expected neutral

wind speed between Vn = 100-200 m sec - 1 in the anti-sunward direction2 5 gives a

growth time T(L /Vpatch - Vneutral) of - 170-208 sec near the F-layer peak on

the trailing edge of this patch. Although the trailing edge of the patch contains the

24. Heelis. R. A., Lowell, J. A.. and Spiro. H. W. (1982) A model of the high-
latitude ionospheric convection pattern, J. Geophys. Res. 87:6339.

25. Roble, R.G., Dickinson, R.E., and Ridley, E.C. (1982) Global circulation
and temperature structure of thermosphere with high latitude plasma con-
vection, J. Geophys. Res. 87:1559.
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most intense irregularities, the entire patch structure is populated with km-scale

irregularities of sufficient intensity to produce saturated uhf-amplitude scintilla-

tion. This is to be expected since the gradient-drift mechanisms will eventually

structure a large fraction of the original patch.

i. CONCLUSIONS

Coordinated ionospheric measurements have shown the existence of large

patches of enhanced ionization drifting across the polar cap in the anti-sunward di-

rection during moderately disturbed (K , 4) geomagnetic conditions. The patchesP
( - 800-1000 km diameter) were initially observed as they separated from the

-I
morning sector of the auroral oval. Drift speeds ranged from 500-1000 m sec

corresponding to a dawn-dusk electric field strength of 25-50 mV m - 1. Simulta-

neous DE-2 LAPI measurements show no direct precipitating particle source for

these regions of increased ionization. In addition, the polar rain fluxes are not

sufficient to produce the background densities observed between the patches.

This comparison suggests that all of the polar cap ionization (patch plus back-

ground) was produced further upstream in the high-latitude convection-flow pattern.

Possible source regions include ionization produced in the sunlit ionosphere and

transported into the polar cap by E x B drift. Another possibility is a source re-

gion associated with convection through the dayside aurora/cusp precipitation re-

gion. In either case, the source region and transport mechanism must account for

the non-uniform distribution of plasma and the high peak-density (106 cm- 3).

Steady convection through the cusp region, for example, would not produce the dis-

crete patches seen in the polar cap. Estimates made by Knudsen2 6 indicate that

direct convection through the cusp would add - 2 x 105 el cm - 3 to the density near

the peak of the F layer. This may be a source for the background polar F-layer,

which has a density comparable to that expected from the cusp. Direct convection

through the cusp, however, does not result in the large densities observed in the

patches. A possible mechanism would be sunward convection along the cusp for

tens of minutes before the anti-sunward flow across the polar cap. This "spatial

resonance" would allow sufficient time for the electron density to build up to

106 el cm
3

Alternatively, spatial/temporal variations in the high-latitude electric field

may periodically attach solar produced sub-oval (corotating) plasma

(Nma x - 106 el cm 3 ) to the E x B convective flow system. Subsequent drift

26. Knudsen, W. C. (1974) Magnetospheric convection and the high latitude F 2
ionosphere, J. Geophys. Res. 79:1046.
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would then be controlled by high-latitude convection. Further experiments are

clearly needed to identify the source region of the patches. Also, future experi-

ments are needed to investigate the relation of the polar cap patches to F-region

ionization enhancements observed near the nightside auroral zone with the Chata-

nika radar. 2
7

Time evolution of the patch leads to a steepening of the trailing edge and to the

generation or possible restructuring of ionospheric irregularities. A distinct

asymmetry is noted in irregularity intensity on the leading and trailing edges. The

patch geometry and drift direction suggests that this asymmetry could be a result

of the E x B instability.

The ionosonde measurements provide an approximate cross-section through

the polar cap F-region patches along the axis of this motion. Bulk velocity and in-

stantaneous Doppler measurements show a velocity of 600-750 m sec - 1 , in good

agreement with the optical measurements. The patches with peak density of

106 el cm - 3 are observed in a weak background ionization (Nemax < 105 el cm- 3).

The leading edges of these patches have a considerably weaker horizontal Ne gra-

dient than the trailing edges. During the occurrence of these patches under mod-

erately disturbed geomagnetic conditions, no E-region ionization was observed.

27. Vickrey, J.F., Rino, C.L., and Potemra, R.A. (1980) Chatanika/TRIAD
observations of unstable ionization enhancements in the auroral F-region,
Geophys. Res. Lett. 7:789.
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